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This is the comprehensive GoLive tutorial/reference, targeted to ambitious beginner to advanced users who want or need extensive coverage of GoLive features, as well as advanced tips and techniques. Real world examples included throughout the book provide added context and power for learning GoLive and making it do eye-popping cyber-acrobatics. A Mac-Windows CD-ROM included with the book is packed with usable artwork and templates, exclusive objects and JavaScripts, instructive tutorials, tryout versions of Adobe products, and much more.

(IDG Books) Complete coverage of Adobe GoLive, version 5. Offers a flow chart for planning and organization and ways to take advantage of GoLive's drag-and-drop design tools. The CD-ROM contains clip art and other images, plus an actions library, and original photos and artwork. System requirements: Pentium PC with Windows 98/NT or PowerPC System 8.6+, with 48MB RAM. Softcover.
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Supramolecular Chemistry - Fundamentals and Applications: Advanced TextbookSpringer, 2006

	The fundamentals of "supramolecular chemistry" to the latest developments on the subject are covered by this book. It sets out to explain the topic in a relatively easy way. The basic concepts of molecular recognition chemistry are included. Molecules with fascinating shapes and functions such as fullerenes, carbon nanotubes,...
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Environmental Modeling Using Satellite Imaging and Dataset Re-processing (Studies in Big Data, 54)Springer, 2019

	This book introduces methods of re-processing images to extract numerical information that can be used to quantify the observables in environmental modelling. Experiments or procedures that yield large images can be statistically or parametrically examined. Through the use of open source libraries, the book shows how ‘big data’...
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TMS 2019 148th Annual Meeting & Exhibition Supplemental Proceedings (The Minerals, Metals & Materials Series)Springer, 2019

	
		Based on experimental observation, ab initio molecular dynamics was
	
		usedtoinvestigatethedissolutionofinterfacialironoxidesinhotcompressivebond-
	
		ing (HCB). The surface analysis indicated that there was reoxidation at the unclosed
	
		iron surface during the sample heating in HCB. The bonding of pre-oxidized iron
	
		was...
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Introduction to Deep Learning Business Applications for Developers: From Conversational Bots in Customer Service to Medical Image ProcessingApress, 2018

	
		
			Discover the potential applications, challenges, and opportunities of deep learning from a business perspective with technical examples. These applications include image recognition, segmentation and annotation, video processing and annotation, voice recognition, intelligent personal assistants, automated translation, and...
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An Introduction to Quantum ComputingOxford University Press, 2006
This concise, accessible text provides a thorough introduction to quantum computing - an exciting emergent field at the interface of the computer, engineering, mathematical and physical sciences. Aimed at advanced undergraduate and beginning graduate students in these disciplines, the text is technically detailed and is clearly illustrated...
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PHP Team DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2009
Given the nature of the business environment today, organizations that want to build value-added enterprise PHP applications need a team of PHP people rather than an individual. You've got a team! What next? Customizing such applications to meet with organizational objectives and maintaining these applications over time can be quite a tedious task...
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